









(Continued on Page 4. Co/.J)
Previously, the School of Educa-
tion consisted of two departments
and 28 faculty members. Now,
there are five departments, 87 facul-
ty members and one unit.
Patricia M. Kay, who was ap-
pointed acting dean of the new
School of Education and Educa-
tional Services in July, said that one
of the factors influencing the
change was the increasing attention
on education across the country.
"We will see in a few years more
students developing interest in
education as a course of study,"
she said. According to Kay, there
has already been recruitment in
conjunction with the Department
of Education. She said that incom-
ing freshmen who were given a
form to fill out checked off a box
which indicated that they were in-
terested in the School of Education.
"A committee has been put
together to address transfer
students about the benefits of the
new School of Education and
Educational Services." said Kay.
She said the change would help
serve students better and that the
school would have more input into
instructional programs.
September 30, 1986
By. ANDREA E. BENT
School of Education
Reorganized
Baruch College has established a
newly organized School of Educa-
tion and Educational Services by
.. administratively grouping· the
Baruch College Library, the
Department of Compensatory Pro-
grams, the Department of Student
Personnel Services and the Conti-
nuing Studies Program with the ex-
isting School of Education.
The move to incorporate these
departments into the School of
Education was first discussed in
1984, said Provost Paul Le Clerc.
He said the decision for the move
was approved by the Board of
Trustees in the spring of this year and
that the respective departments
knew about the change .before the
summer break.
According to Le Clerc, the pro-
posal to form the newly organized
school was initiated by the Depart-
ment of Education. "The problem
we faced was that Baruch had two
giant schools and one tiny school.
We wanted the Department of
Education to be a real school. A
department that has compatible
4iRQ..~ot ~ems- .as ....the... other ._.
schools. "
Before the change, the Baruch
College Library, Department of
Compensatory Programs and the
Department of Student Personnel
Services were administratively
located in Baruch's School of
Liberal Arts and Sciences.
According to Martin Stevens,
dean of the School of Liberal Arts
and Sciences. the purpose of the
change was twofold: "It will
give the School of Education a
larger constituency, which is
desirable and of need if it is to be of
equal weight as the other schools,"
and the School of Education should
be involved with educational SCI'-
vices such as the library and
Student Personnel Services.
Stevens said it was conceivable
that some people in the departments
~ might have preferred to remain with
the School of Liberal Arts. Some
departments might have "preferred
to stay because they feel they are
more directly related to the School







The Day Session Student
Government sent out annual letters
to student club presidents inform-
ing them of their interim budget for
the current semester. The amount
decided upon by the Finance Com-
to
··T9Fres,-DSSG tl-easW'er...
Torres said that the interim
budget is always a fixed amount
which is deducted from the regular
budget allocated to each club.
"The 5200 is automatic." he
said. ''Once the budgets are approv-
ed it is- substracted from that
amount. "
According to Torres, clubs are
generally satisfied with the amounts
allocated to them, although he add-
ed that there are always some com-
plaints.
J_ T....., •••reI' of tile DSSG.
Indian International Club presi-
dent, Shri Ramesh Lildharie, said
that the interim budget sum was not
a sufficient amount, and that 5300
would have been more appropriate
for his club.
Lildharie said that the club had a
"welcome back party" which
•CWnited (their) spendiq severely.·'
Anna Baide, vice president of the
Foreign Trade Society, said, "What
(Continu«J on Ptlg~ 6; Co/.3)







Baruch is offering an M.B.A.
degree in conjunction with SUNY
Farmingdale, according to Francis
CotmeDy, dean of the School of
Baasiness and Pubic Administtabon.
&lThe program is broken- down
" said Comu~llL ure--i-~~~~~~~~~~l&JlQ...J.ujm+-~~~~LQQ~aA....iJWL:~UI.lalC...__....._
·-quired OOUF5eS·wbicb WilLbe.taken 1
at Baruch, and major and elective
courses to be completed at Farm-
ingdale. "
The degree is being offered in
trimesters as either a full-time two-
year program, or a part-time four-
year program. Students opting for
the two-year program will be carry-
ing 6 credits- a trimester for a total
of 18 credits a year.
The program was initiated by
Connelly who contacted CUNY
Farmingdale, and SUNY Old
Westbury with this idea.
"We chose Farmingdale because
it is located tnree miles from the
population center of Long Island,
which is a commercial area, so there
are more office and technical ac-
tivities available for the students
nearby."
Currently, there is a total of 60
students, all from Long Island,
enrolled in the program which
began this semester. The program
was conducted through the Baruch
Office of Admissions and students
were accepted if they met the admis-
sions criteria.
Connelly said that Baruch faculty
such as management Professor
Richard Kopelman and accounting ...---...,.,----~-----~
Professor Martin Mellman are be-
ing used for the program.
According to Connelly, "One of
the reasons we've started this pro-
gram isbecause this way we have
more students on the front end
because the required courses are
taken here." In other words, the
program opens up another market
to fill the places in the M.B.A.
program.
(Continued on Ptlge 4. Co/.J)
INSIDE:
Patricia M. Kay, ........ of die







Lester Golub, dean of the School
of Education since 1983, resigned
from his' position effective June
3Oth,- 1986, according· ·to .. Paul
LeClerc, provost and vice-president
for academic affairs.
Patricia M. Kay, Golub's
academic assistant, took over as the
acting dean on July Ist,
Golub has since "requested a one
year leave of absence" from
Baruch, said LeClerc, and is cur- .
rently the dean of the Institute for
Teaching and Educational Studies
at Adelphi University in Long
Island.
Neither LeOerc nor Kay would
speculate on Golub's reasons for
resignation, and Golub could not be
reached for comment.
According to LeClerc, a seasch
committee will-be fOimed soon to
* 1932 *
fmd a neW dean for the School of
Education and Educational Ser-
vices. LeClerc will chair the com-
mittee and hopes to have candidates
for the position by "early spring."
The committee will give Joel
Segall, president of Baruch College,
the names of three candidates.
Segall will meet with the candidates
and make the final appointment.
Kay said that she would "pro-
bably" make a formal application
for the job.
"Insiders can have advantages or
disadvantages" in applying for the
job, said LeClerc. "If they're doing
a good job, it would help their
case." LeClerc added that he was
"pleased" with Kay's performance
so far.
Kay was chosen as the acting
dean because "she was by far the
strongest candidate," said LeClerc.
Kay has been at Baruch since
1973 as a professor in the depart-
ment of education. She wasalso the
school's affirmative action coor-
dinator. Although she became the
academic assistant to Golub in
1984, she continued teaching. She is
not teaching this semester because
"there is no time. The job is very
exciting and there are so many pro-
blems to be solved."
----_.__ ._... - .._ .. ..
...~_._--_ .._- . -_ .. ~
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OP-ED
The "Let's Get Our Shit Together"
Award: To WBMB and their vast record
collection.
TIw Ultra Brit~ A ward: To CIarIes
Lyles.
- '-~--TIIe W~SoIab.~A •.-..l· ~
Santos Torres for his proJIcssil'e vie"s on
world affairs.
;
Times add words of condemnation to sub-
jects of which they do not approve? What
type of free society's free press would that
leave us with?
Although the first problem with Pro-
fessor Goldstein's letter is the more shock-
ing because it generates from a professor of
law, the second point that needs to be ad-
dressed is far more typical an attitude and
perhaps even more disturbing. .
"Moove Over" was a one paragraph
listing in a compilation of stories lifted
(with permission) from a nationwide stu-
dent news service. On the front page of this
same issue, a news story concerning a rape
that took place on the Baruch campus oc-
cupied two full columns. Somehow, the
"helpless, unsuspecting cow" fades in im-
portance when compared to the equally
helpless, unsuspecting female who was at-
tacked in a women's room. Professor
Goldstein complains that we should not
give publicity to "such a cruel and barbaric
act" which might encourage other students
to try this "senseless act of brutality."
Cow-tipping. What about rape, Professor
Goldstein? Does this not qualify? Should
we avoid reporting any news of which we
don't approve? Shall we insert our own
opinions and guide our readers to our own
conclusions? Or shall we respect our au-
dience and their right to information and




It seems that Abraham Goldstein ad-. '
junct professor of law, needs a quick
refresher course in the ethics and practices
of a free press.
His letter, reprinted on page two of this
issue, is a sympathetic appeal to the editors
of The Ticker to refrain from publishing
stories that .4'impliedly (sic) approve" of
~uestionab!e actions. !here are two very
important ISSUes that need to be addressed
in response to Professor Goldstein's letter.
(Here I should note that the editors of The
Ticker usually do not print direct answers
to letters. In light of the fact that this is a
letter from a professor, whose views in-
fluence many students, I have argued
forcefully (and successfully) for a suspen-
sion of this rule_~
One of the basic tenets of journalism is
that a reporter sticks to the facts. He or she
works constantly and consciously to keep
opinion out of an article. If a subject war-
rants coverage, it is given just that and no
more. Complete objectivity is the goal; it is
never obtained, but the closer the better.
Professor Goldstein's' suggestion that we
uadd words of condemnation" are
antithetical to all the rules and bylaws of
journalism by which we operate. Slowly
but surely, during the development of the
craft of reporting, opinion was removed
from the news, until we were left with to-
day's prototype. Should The New York
Stick to the Facts
, Invisible Man A ward: To Richard Akuet-
ty for successfully dodging everyone he ever
knew at Baruch for an' entire semester.
The Foot In The MOUlh-A ward: To Terry
Morris for successfully proving that a. mind
is a terrible thing to waste.
The Lily White A ward: To the Baruch
Administration for successfully getting rid
of its only two black administrators within
a two-month period.
The Better Late Than Never A ward: To
J!aruch Security for closing the door after
the fox has left the coop.
The Eng/ish Language A ward: To Dan-
ville Walker for being the first Jamaican to
be forced to take the Test of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL).
The Mindless Bureaucrat A ward: To
Jonathan Berman for his analytical think-
ing during DSSG council meetings.
The Tkker
---........_- ~---., .. --~ .......... - ~ .. - - -- -- ~ ----_..... ~ ... -:-~-.- ......
It's also scary to imagine what would have
happened if the incident took place during
Monday through Thursday when the study
lounges and cafeteria were occupied. There
would have been people running for cover
and only God knows how many others
would have been injured. The-reality is that
at a school with over 16,000 students and a
couple of thousand staff members there is
likely to be a few. and we hope only a few,
people up to no good.
As if Friday afternoon wrestling at
Baruch wasn't enough, another galling event
happened some fifteen minutes later. This
was when an employee from Campus Plan-
ning came into the Helpline office and in-
formed me our office was going to be
painted beginning the following Monday.
He added that it would take several days to
complete this job.
How could they shut down Helpline for a
couple of days thereby depriving some 60
students of assist~ or information? What
about the ads we placed in newspapers ask-
ing for apartment listings? Would we be ex-
....---- --"-'-'''~..,..-. ..z • ._--~. ...- -.
,;.
The Lasher Michael Lsshin,sky
.
September 30, 1986
Painting An Ugly Picture
The man in question began yelling "I'm going to
kill you I'm going to kill you. " It was at this point
that I closed the Helpline door and locked it, safely
securing inside myself and a Fellow Helpliner,
This space was intended to contain the
trials and tribulations of a Baruch student
who has managed to survive a less than
friendly system. That is until Baruch turned
into a pseudo insance asylum on Friday
September 19, between the hours of 3:30
and 4:30. The events that I witnessed at that
time have practically forced themselves on-
to this page.
Earlier in that week I bad walked past the
46 E. 26th Street, 5th floor maintenance
room and heard yelling and screaming. This
noise seemed out of the ordinary because. it
didn't sound like the normal kidding
around. At that point a seed was planted in
my mind. A seed that said something bad
was going to happen. Unfortunately that-
seed would soon germinate.
That Friday I was sitting in the Helpline
office. Suddenly I heard yelling and
screaming and language which ques-
tioned the parental lineage, as well as the
sexual promiscuity, of one person's mother.
To say it was obscene would be stating the
case mildly. This language on the part of
one maintenance man was, I would soon pected to dodge falling paint, drop cloths
Jearn, directed at his boss. This language was and painters in order to answer the phone?
followed by banging and smashing noises In addition, how would people view us when
and yelling and screaming by the other they called and nobody answered. Their
workers. The man in question began yelling, faith in our service would hardly grow.
"I'm going to kill you, I'm going to kill "Why," I said to myself, couldn't they
you.' It was at this point that I closed the do this during the summer when no
Helpline door and locked it, safely securing students were in school. Didn't anybody in
inSIDe,' myse1f·amt"a-fe1tow Helpliner~-Tctid··- ----eam1'lls--i~ftfti·~~ti·ttk-~~he- __Nl_~-J----- -~------_.
this just in time because the battle spitted this wO'Jtd cause before designating~ . By ERIC I. _~x .
over into the hallways and someone turned during the semester to paint the Last May, the day session and evening
the doorknob on our door. At this point I Helpline office. Or did they simply pick session student governments handed out
called the security office to report the inci- these dates out of the air? Is it too much to awards to various people at Baruch for 'their
dent. I'm not so macho that I won't admit expect people with a college education to purported service to the students. Since that
that I was just a little bit worried. use some of the skills they learned in college day in May, it has occurred to me that an
After about five minutes the area grew to assist them in their job? Or do their own "alternative" awards dinner should have
silent and we proceeded to open the locked selfish interests come before the interests of been arranged to set the record straight.
door and venture into the hallway. There students? Painting an office like Helpline With that in mind, I offer the following ac-
we saw several security guards who helped during the semester is akin to painting a colades to the many personalities that grac-
calm the situation. We then learned what classroom which is full of students. Try ed Baruch during the 1985-86 year.
had happened. learning accounting with a drop cloth over
One of the maintenance men was angry your head and paint raining down on you.
at his boss and flew completely off the han- It's just as difficult as helping a Baruch stu-
dIe and went to attack him. Some of the dent under the same conditions. Then again
other workers tried to break up the fighting painting vital rooms during times when
and were rewarded by being injured. One cIases aren't in session makes too much
worker was cut on his face in the fracas. sense to be school policy.
Eventually four police officers from the Although I had two rough experiences
13th precinct arrived and the worker was that Friday afternoon, I guess I should still
handcuffed and deposited in a waiting count my blessings. After all I survived the
police car. elevator ride down to the first floor and I
The frightening part of this incident is didn't lose any money that day in the 5th
that it shows that we can protect ourselves floor cafeteria vending machines. Who
from outsiders who might cause problems knows, maybe things are starting to look a
in Baruch but that we are powerless in little brighter and calmer. But then again
defending ourselves from those who work how does. that saying go. There's always a
at or attend Baruch who are up to no good. something before the storm.
...'.
It could have been me, or it could
have been my friend.
It also could have been anyone
of the females at Baruch. Wear
your ID cards. It will save you a lot
of time, instead of wasting time by
searching through your bag. You
may not like the new system but it
is there for our protection.' Don't
make security's job any harder than
it is already. If you wear your ID
card, hopefully nothing will ever
happen again.
By the way, I am not a member
of the faculty or staff at Baruch. I
am a student who hopes that with




have the nerve to complain about
this policy. Do you know that a
woman was just raped in your col-
lege? (Along with many others who
have also been assaulted.) Do you
know that she could have been
murdered? And do you know that it
could have been you instead of
her?!
Finally, I would like to say
something to the men of Baruch
and to Mr. Carrigan and Mr. Linos
who were quoted by The Ticker as
be~g opposed to the ID policy.
Think about this guYs-What if it
was your sister, your mother or
your girlfriend who was raped? It
hurts, ~oesn't it! It's funny how no
one thinks about anything until it
really "hits home."
Just one more word. Did you
know that tying your shoelaces is
mor~ of an inconvenience than
wearIng- YOU£ ID?-1beft again, -t




this senseless act of brutality.
If you nevertheless saw fit to
publish this item as "newsworthy,"
I feel that you could, at the very
least, have added words of condem-
nation, especially since you note
that this "sport" is gaining in
popularity. By not doing so, it
w?uId appear that you impliedly
(SlC) approve, (and I don't think
you do), of such cruel and brutal
activi ty.
To The Editor:
I know that many of the Baruch
students are tired of hearing about
the sexual assault that took place in
the 24th street building, and they
are complaining about the new
system of checking ID s. However,
I feel it is important that we all
cooperate.
I knew the woman who was
assaulted. It was a disgusting sight
to walk into the bathroom where
the assault took place and see the
black fingerprint dust allover the
walls. There was also something else
that scared me. I was in that same
bathroom alone fifteen minutes'
before it happened. After I left, my
friend went in. She, too, was alone.
To The Editor,
I ~as inde~ surprised that you
saw fit to publish in the September
~nd edition of The Ticker the
Item on page seven entitled "Moove
Over." It describes how, at night,
students at the University of Kansas
run full force into a cow which is
sleeping on its feet, in an attempt to
knock over the helpless, un-
suspecting cow.
To give publicity to such a cruel
~d barbaric act might cause other
Insensitive idiots who might be
"copy-eat" inclined, to engage in
Holy Cow!
··LETTERS
Another Vote For ID S
- Ana Baide, vice president of the Foreign
Trade SOL .ty referring to' the interim budget
allocated to all student class by the Day Session
Student Government.
Quotation of the Fortnight
"What can you do with $200--
they must be kidding. "
September 30, 1916
Better Safe than Sorry
Editors Note:
Students are requested to refrain
from knocking over cows on 23rd
St.
(Continued on Page 4, Co! 4)
To The Editor:
To my fellow Baruch students,
Do you realize how ridic~lous
and inconsiderate you sound?
You all say that it is such an in-
convenience this new security
policy. I don't understand. How
difficult is it to simply "pin" your
ID to your jacket or shirt? Think
about it. How "time consuming"
can this action possibly be? Some
people take more time in the morn-
ing to simply "pretty" themselves
for their first class! Don't you
realize the possible benefits of this
policy?
I know for a fact that we had ter-
rible security problems at Baruch. I
have been a member of the women's
volleyball team for four years. And
for four years I have watched plenty
of unwanted people walk right into
the women's locker room looking
..for tro.l,l~I~.,.(Thisalso.includes the
wonderful cleaning men of Baruch
College.)















.The R~porter, th: natio~'s oldest evening session school newspaper
will ag~n, be published Just three times during the semester. But
be~ause It ~ b~en two years since-it was published fortnightly, its ten-:
tative pUbhcat~onschedule comes as no surprise. The real scoop is that
The Reporter IS only an evening newspaper in name.
~or t~e pa~t sev~ral ye~s, The Reporter has had staffing problems.
Edltor.-In-Chlef TIm GUIdera said the paper has only three or four
commItted. mem~ers a?d that "just about every one of its staff
members [including GUIdera] are daytime students."
Rec~uiting.a sufficient number of interested students is a problem
~ndemlc to VIrtually all Baruch student organizations-day or even-
mg. !he problem appears to be significantly more prevalent with the
everung student organizations for a simple reason: Evening students
for the most part, work during the day, go to school at night and '
over-extended as it is. are
Putting out a newspaper requires such a great deal of time is it any
wohnder that no evening student works at the nation's oldes; evening
sc 001 newspaper?
It is our hope that The Reporter will grow and b tU · ecome s ronger
n ortunateJy, If the last two years are any indication, The Report;"
has as muc~ chance ~f succeeding as it does of failing.
Two possible solutions seem obvious to us. Either stop the charade
of The Reporter being an evening newspaper, thereby allowing recruit-
m~nt of more daytime students, or, merge The Reporter with The
Ticker (a precedent for which was set in the late seventies when The
Sen~ry merged with The Ticker), thereby making The Ticker stronger.
~Ither?ption would put an end to The Reporter's languid existence
an provide the Baruch community, both day and evening with bette;
news coverage. '
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-Compiled by OJitlln Mollison
It's hard to see the blackboard
from here: Ohio State U. is offering
foreign language classes to anyone
in the country -- over the telephone.
For S200, OSU provides materials
and tapes to students studying at
their own pace, and calling a toll-
free number once a week to practice
with their professor.
nia employee has admitted to tapp-
ing into the campus computer
system during a period of two
years, apparently to tamper with
students' grades in return for
money, USC administrators think
43 students paid the employee and
two others to fix their grades. Since
the scheme was uncoveredlast spr-
ing, 14 USC students have been ex-
pelled and the records .of another 14
have been put on hold, pending fur-
ther investigation.
Collegians admire the fashions of
Michael J. Fox more than those of
Don Johnson, Bruce Springsteen,
Molly Ringwald and 14 other
celebrities, according to the Levi's
• 501 Report, a survey of 7,700
students. The poll also found: men
like women in tight jeans; women





A fonner U. of Southern Califor-
A weekend behind bars is being
requested of all undergraduates in
the criminal justice program at the
U. of New Haven, by the school's
administrators. The pseudo-
prisoners stay for 28 hours in a
former county jail, and experience
everything actual violators undergo
-- including a strip search.
"Students better understand what a
person behind bars is feeling," says
a spokesperson.
._---._--_._~---_._-_..-----._------ ._._---------
. Teen-age girls who know the
facts of life and have access to birth
control postpone sex longer and are
less likely to get pregnant than girls
who don't, according to a three-
year study by Johns Hopkins U.
researchers. "This proves once and
for all that exposure to good
counseling and responsible sexual
behavior will actually help delay
sexual activity," says Laurie
Schwab Zabin, thestudy's director.
cant problem." Only 48OJo said the











The Foreign Trade Society
.. ,_ • .' ~. •• c
. .
WILL DELIVER AN ADDRESS ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW:
~
-u.s, _TURKEY BILATERAL AGREEMENTS ON TEXTILES AND STEEL"
ALL ARE WELCOME!,
3LOBUS LOUNGE, 17TH FL'. 26TH ST.
• Refreshments will be served •




The worst drug problem on cam-
pus is alcohol abuse, not cocaine,
according .to a letter sent to the
Education Department by
American U. administrators.
.According to a recent poll by the
National Association of Student
Councils, 66OJo of the students
surveyed said drinking is a CCsignifi-
Witch Course
Was That?
A survey of 1970's liberal arts
grads found 9OOJo satisfied with
their occupations -- and most say
their education has a lot to do with
their satisfaction. The dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at the
U. of Indiana, (where the study was
· conducted) says, uLiberal learning
is not just an elitist's fancy, it really
does work to produce folks who can




"Principles and practice of
Pagan Magick": If the name of the
course doesn't pique your curiosity,
the instructor will - he's a real-live
witch. It may be a little offbeat, but
· Pomona College undergraduates
· and alumni alike are finding the
class inventive and stimulating.
C'Witches get a lot of bad press,"
says the instructor.
;......-............_--. --_._._--_._..._ .._-<.._--
..... • ._. .... .. .~_ __.. .... '0.
renovated skylight will be preserv-
ed. .
Additionally, garbage will be car-
ried to the basement in a service
elevator rather .than being
transported through· the lobby as' it
is.now. The loading area.in the alley
.of aU three South Campus bmJdings
will be connected to the basement
levels to make this possible.
The North Campus will consist of
two sites. The acquisition and
rehabilitation of an existing
building on Lexington Avenue and
East 25th Street will be Site A. Site
B will consist of 155 E; 24th
S1., and an adjacent buil-
ding to the west, which will
both be demolished to create an
area suitable for one larger
building.
Site A will house a new library,
(the entrance to which will be on the
second floor), computer centers and
administrative offices.
Site B will house the School of
Business and Public Administra-
tion, the School of Education,
specific departments of the School
of Liberal Arts and Sciences, stu-
dent activity offices, and new
. physical education facilities.
Upon completion of the con-
struction, rental space in 111 E.
18th St., 46 and 48 E. 26th St., and
Park Ave. South, will be ter-
minated.
...,....
If you enjoy the fast pace Ofrecailing. . .
come catch the spirit of·Christmas.
We are now accepting applications for full rime.
part time, evening & weekend seasonal positions for
. for this year's holiday season.. .
If it's a sales, srock. security, restaurant or clerical
. position that interests you, we would like
to speak with you.
Join our world of excitement & receive an
excellent salary. flexible schedule and a
liberal storewide discount.
Please apply in person-Personnel Dept.. II th Floor
Monday to Friday 10 am co 2 pm
Thursday Evenings 5 pm co 7 pm. Saturday 10 am co 2 pm
Fifth Avenue at 39th Street
The American Way
. . .on Fifth Avenue
!-. ---- An Equ;J1 Opportunicy Employer. M F
September -30, t9Ifj
By CAITLIN MOLLISON .
BARUCH MASTER
PLAN EXHIBITED
The Baruch College Master Plan
was on exhibit from September 11
through September 2S at the Art
Gallery in 135 E. 22nd St.
A reception was held on
September 11 for the opening of the
exhibit, and JoefSega1l, president
of .the college, and Marilyn
Mikulsky, director of campus plan-
ning and facilities, were present.
Mikulsky said that the total cost
of the master plan will amount to
$252 million.
The exhibit included models and'
photos of the present campus, as
well as the proposed new campus
scheduled for completion in six to
eight years.
The new campus will be
separated into buildings below 24th
Street called the South Campus,
and buildings on 24th and 25th
Streets called the North Campus.
The South Campus will consist of
three currently owned buildings: 17
Lexington Ave., 135 E. 22nd se.,
and 137 E. 22nd St. The plan calls
for the completion of the ongoing
renovations in 17 Lexington Ave.,
including the School of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, minor upgrading of
135 E. 22nd St., and a complete
renovation of 137 E. 22nd St.,
which will house the Executive
MBA and MPA programs.
The pool area in 17 Lexington
Ave. will be destroyed and con-
verted into a receptionllounge area.
The mosaic tiles, and newly
. , ..... _ _,_1 4 '. 00.0 _ 0 .;. _ .. 0 • __ '* 0 •• __ .. " ' ..
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Jocelyn Murphy was elected
president of the Evening Session
Student Assembly at the Sept. 11,
1986 ESSA meeting.
Murphy beat out Julian
Aronowitz, the only other nominee,
by a vote of 6 to 2.
Other members elected were:
David Rose as treasurer, Julian
Aronowitz as vice-president of
social club activities, Joe Sellman as
vice-president of external affairs,
Fitzroy Whiteman as vice-president
of internal affairs and Stephen
Djokotoe as executive secretary.
The ESSA's executive board is
elected internally from existing
members.
The New York City Chapter of
American Women in Radio and
Television, through its Educational
Foundation, will be holding its 13th
.annual seminar on careers in broad-
casting. Representatives from radio
and television will discuss careers in
production and technical opera-
tions, sales, marketing and promo-
tion, and radio and television news.
The seminar will take place on
November 14, 1986 at the Warwick
Hotel in Manhattan.
Interested students should con-
tact Sheila Clark, director of Career





There are a number of immediate
opportunities for students to par-
ticipate as representatives' on many
college committees.
Student representation is re-
quested under the bylaws of the
Faculties of the School of Business
and Public Administration, Educa-
tion and Educational Services
Liberal Arts and Sciences, as well ~
the Graduate Faculty, General
Faculty, and the Baruch College
Governance Charter.
The operating boards of the Col-
lege Association and the Auxiliary
Enterprises Corporation also re-
quires student representation.
For information about oppor-
tunities for day, evening, or
graduate student involvement con-
tact Dean Ronald M. Aaron, Office
of the Dean of Students, Room




blems which students present.
Students come to us for help in
many areas, including difficulties in
relationships with family and
friends, improving their academic
performance, coping with
traumatic or stressful life events
such as death or illness, overcoming
excessive anxiety in classroom
situations, handling. feeling of
depression, and adjusting to the
college environment at Baruch.
I hope you will publish this letter
so that students will appreciate that
they can contact us for any of their
truly personal concerns. And, as
you noted correctly in the Center-
fold, all of our services are free and
con fidential.
Sincerely,
Janice E. Ruffin, Ph.D
Director, Office of the Counseling
and Psychological Services
What~s In A Name




Workshops on a Wide 'ran,ge of
topics are being held for transfer
students every Wednesday in Room
1005 - 23rd St. Bldg. at 3:55 pm and
Thursday Room 1011 - 23rd St.
Bldg. during club hours.
Two workshops will be held on
Thursday October- 2nd - Baruch
Grading Policy in Room 1011 - 23rd
St. Bldg. and Study Skills I in
Room 1703 - 360 PAS. On Wednes-
day October 8th and Thursday Oc--
tober 9th, a representative from the
admissions office will meet with
transfer students to discuss transfer
credit evaluations.
All transfer students are en-
couraged to attend ·the workshops.
For further information please
call 725-4454 or stop by Room 1747
- 360 ParI( Ave. So.
will receive orientation in the early
days of the legislative session and
later· will participate in seminars and
academic activities including
reading/writing assignments and
projects under the direction of the
Student Programs Office.
Session Assistants receive a sti-
pend of $1,500 for the assistantship
which is intended to offset the costs
of moving to and nvmg In Aloany.
Students interested in the pro-
gram should contact Dr. Carl
Kirscher, Dean of Students' Office,





The Samaritans of New York Ci-
ty are looking for compassionate,
non-judgmental volunteers to
work on their 24-hour suicide
hotline.
The Samaritans is an interna-
tional non-religious organization
that is dedicated to befriending the
suicidal and the despairing.
Students, who need to be at least 20
years old, make excellent volunteers
and a schedule can be arranged to
accommodate classes and studying.
Empathy, concern, the ability to be
a good listener, and the Samaritans'
training course is all that is needed
to prepare you for this highly
rewarding work. .
To schedule an interview and ob-
tain more information, please call




Your Centerfold referred to the
"Office of Counseling and
Testing", the name by which this
office was known for many years.
However, since 1984 our office has
been known as the C 'Office . of
Counseling and Psychological Ser-
vices. "
You might wonder "So what's in
a name?". The intent behind the
name change was to reflect the of-
fice's services more accurately.
Thus, in addition to providing
counseling and testing which helps
students focus on their career goals
or choose an area of study, our
counselors also help with a wide
range of personal problems.
The Office of Counseling and
Psychological Services has a staff of
experienced and professionally
trained psychologists who are skill-
ed in responding to the various pro-
. TbeTicker
Awards. Deadline - September 30.
• National Hispanic Scholarship
Fund. Deadline - October 5.
• New York State Assemblv
Session Intern Program (Starts
every January at the Capitol)
Deadline - October 17.
• Graduate Scholars Program.
Deadline - November J
Application forms and further in-
formation may be obtained from
Dr. Carl Kirshner in the Dean of
Students' Office, in Room 1702,
360 Park Ave. South.
If you have seen or
heard a newsworthy






The New York State Senate is of-
fering up to 61 positions in
the Session Assistants Program
1987. The program wiIl encompass
one academic semester during the
annual legislative session between
January 7-May 15, 1987.
To be eligible, one must be a New
York State resident, citizen
matriculated fuIl-time in an ac-
credited undergraduate degree pro-
gram of any academic major.
Freshmen are ineligible and only ex-
ceptional sophomores will be
chosen.
Session Assistants will be assign-
ed to offices where they may ac-
quire practical tools and an inside
understanding of state government.
A minimum of 30 hours per week is
required.
Students selected for the program
is to serve the students of the
state," said Connelly. "They want
[0 provide service to me residents ot
the state."
Baruch is the only college to offer
a program of this kind, and so far it
seems to be going well, according to
Connelly.
"I was out there the first week of
classes and the students seemed
haDPY," he said.
The following scholarships and
internships are currently available:
• Fulbright and other grants for
Graduate Study Abroad. .





1987· applications is December 1
1986. '
Baruch College can Dominate
t!tree students for the 1987 competi-
tion. The scholarship award covers
eligible expenses up to $6,500 per
year for the junior year, the senior
year and two years of graduate
study.
To be eligible, students must be
full-time sophomores working
toward or planning to pursue a
bachelor's degree, have a "B"
average or equivalent, stand in the
upper fourth of the class and be a
U.S. citizen or U.S. national
heading toward a career in govern-
ment.
Interested students should submit
a letter of application, a statement
of career plans, a list of past public-
service activities or other leadership
positions, a current transcript, and
a 600-word essay discussing a public
policy issue of their choice to Dr.
Carl Kirschner, Truman Scholar-
ship Faculty Representative, Room
1702, 360 Park Ave. South, by
November 17, 1986.
"department faculty unanimously
. endorsed the move:' It did not
come as a surprise, he said.
According to Biddle, the most
important change for the library
department has been the personnel
actions. "Appointmt:nts, reap-
pointments and tenure decisions
now go through the new school
rather than the School of Liberal
Arts." However, he said that the
same criteria set forth by the Board
of Trustees and the President will











"Farmingdale took part in the
program because they're a State
University and PUt of their mission
Club members are invited to at-
tend the Fall 1986 Career Day spon-
sored by the Office of Career Plan-
ning & Placement, School of
Business and Public Administra-
tion. This event will be held on Oc-
tober 9, 12:30 p.m, - 3:30 p.m. in
the Administrative Center Lounge,
135 East 22nd se.
I •
Representatives from 20 major
companies will meet students and
provide career information.
Workshops will be- held by cor-
porate recruiters on job research
techniques.
(Continued from Page J)
HARRY S. TRUMAN
SCHOLARSHIPS
Baruch College sophomores in-
terested in a career in government
service at the federal, state or local
level are invited to apply for a 1987
Harry S. Truman Scholarship.
Established by Congress in 1975,
the Harry S. Truman Scholarship
Foundation operates an ongoing
educational scholarship program
designed to provide opportunities
for outstanding U.S. students with
potential leadership ability to
prepare for careers in government
service.
In April 1987, the Foundation
will aWar-G W5 Scholarships na-
tionally. The deadline for all
(Continued from Page /J
According to Le Clerc, the presi-
dent of the college, Joel Segall, had
met with the respective departments
in the spring and had consulted with
them. "Dean Kay dealt with any
problems," said Le Clerc. "So far
it has been smooth."
Stanton Biddle, Baruch College
chief librarian said that the
-.
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We start with sizzling hot flame-broiled beef.
We add fresh tomato, crispy lettoce, crunchy
onion-and other tasty fixin's. And then
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(Continued from Page 1)
can you do with $200-- they must be
kidding. "
One significant change in the in-
terim budget plan is the fact that the
money allocated to the clubs can
now be spent at their discretion.
Previously, the money could be
spent only on supplies and
refreshments.
Conferences are being held with
the Finance Committee and club of-
ficers to decide upon the regular
budget for each club between
September 23 and October 3. The
exact amounts should be decided
upon by October 10.
Torres said that there is no max-
imum amount a club can receive
but, "some clubs can get as much as
$4,000 - 5,000."
"It really depends on their track
record. Also, new clubs don't get as
much as established clubs," he
stated.
Baide said, "We're asking for
$5,000, but last year we asked for
$3,000 and we only got $1,000. We
do expect to get at least half of it. "e Hala Shenouda, vice president of
.•.., -.,'-"..s ""'•....,.•.,.,,,. .,... ~ the Finance-Economics Society said
/'!Y~Sti!1~s·:;; e "We're going to ask for $4,500. I
.: don't know if we're going to get it.
~ Last year we asked for the same
amount and got $2,500. We expect
more this year."
Shenouda said that the club is ex-
panding and that with many ac-
tivities such as a semi-annual ban-
quet and a Stock Market Game,
which can cost up to $400 each, a
larger budget has become
necessary.
Torres said clubs that do not
meet with the Finance Committee .
will not receive more than the $200 .
interim budget.
to publish a newspaper without the
efforts of more students.
Although The Reporter caters to
evening students, according to
Guidera, "just about every one of
its staff members, are daytime
students." Guidera is also a
daytime student.
U The Reporter should be more
aggressive in recruiting staff
members," said Ronald Aaron,
associate dean of students. The
dean said that recruiting could be
done during freshman orientation
where there is direct contact with
new students. "All students," said
Aaron, "must also be made aware
that The Reporter exists. One way
to accomplish that is by word of
mouth." The dean said. however,
that the newspaper's best ally is
high visibility. He added that The
Reporter must build continuity in
leadership in order for the
newspaper to maintain its existence.
Guidera agTeedwi(h AarOrt's opi-
nion and added that The Reporter
will face the same staffing problems
next year because of staff members
graduating and there not being
enough students left behind to take
over.
"I don't know if it's an option,"
said Guidera on the possibility of a
merger with The Ticker.
'I'd like it to survive on its
own-I think the evening students
deserve their own paper. but if it
came as an ultimatim," Guidera
said he would merge with The
Ticker.






The Reporter. the nation's oldest
evening school newspaper, will be
published only three times this
semester, according to Tim
Guidera, its editor-in-chief.
That compares with the fort-
nightly publication schedule The
Reporter had as recently as 1984,
and is "not our design-but by
default that we're going to have to
go that way," said Guidera.
Nearly a year ago, The Ticker
reported (Dec. 10, 1985) that the
evening paper was in serious dif-
ficulty because of insufficient funds
and lack of student participation.
The problem of insufficient funds
has been resolved, however,
through the cooperation of the
Baruc:h communications board.
"Around $3,000 per semester is
all we're requesting. The com-
munications board has suggested
that they would approve more
money, if need be," said Guidera.
In addition. the Evcn;ng Session
Student Assembly is pulling in
$2,500 in their budget as a subsidy
for The Reporter, although "they
haven't asked for it," said Jocelyn
Murphy, the ESSA president. Mur-
phy is taking that course of action
because last year the ESSA did have
to provide funding for the evening
newspaper.
The longer standing problem fac-
ing The Reporter is still the lack of a
full, committed staff. Guidera said
that he has. a small, but strong, core
of about 8 staff members. He add-
ed, though, that it was impossible
r
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important people in the field. He learned
the "methodology you have to follow to
become an appraiser."
During the internship he watched, ..
observed and did research. He learned the
different sources used in appraisina from
hands-on experience. To him it was "the
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ministration are certain art, as well as
business, courses.He describes the appraisal
business as "giving an estimated price on
artwork or antiques." These professionals
are necessary in the insurance business.
. People may have artwork or antiques that
they want to insure. In this case they need
an "expert" to-assign a value to the object.
The type of work available for an expert
of appraisal varies. A person specializing in
this field can work in a gallery where art is
sold, or he can work in a museum. "It is a
very eclectic type of field."
At this point in his life, Mr. Devila does
not want ,to work in a museum. He would
rather work in "dealing, selling orpurchas-
iog" art objects. He would eventually like
to own a business, maybe even an auction
house. The evident problem with owner-
ship of an auction bouse is that it costs a lot
of money.
His main interest is in furniture, silver
and porcelain. He commented that he has a
"few little things," of his own. He said, "It
makes me feel good about myself."
During this past summer, he was involved
in an internship with the Appraisers Associa-
tion of 'America located at 60 E 42nd St.
Weston Thorn, president of the associa-
tion, was an instrumental part of the pro-
gram because he introduced Mr. Devila to
u e
ViDDy PaoHceDi, jWlior, said, '--rbere is
no campus. What are you supposed to do
dUJ'ina club hours?" Vinny: and friends
were going to the St. Genaro festival to pass
the time bet... their dales.
The Price is Right
E
'very student is familiar with
'this situation. You are an ac-
counting major, but 75 credits
into your college education you
decide accounting is not your "cup of tea. "
You juggle a few different business majors,
when you discover that you are not really
interested in business. What alternative do
you have?
Have you considered art history as a
major?
For a student geared toward an accoun-
ting or finance degree, this may be un-
thought of, but for Hernando Devila,
senior. it is no laughing matter. Mr.Devila
is majoring in arts administration of the
School of Liberal Arts. Although the field
may not be as high paying as other business
, fields,' he chose the major because of its in-
trinsic value. "It had to give me some feel-
ing of self worth. "
Before' coming to Baruch•. Mr. Devila
had left school because he hadn't chosen a
major. He went to the Federation Employ-
ment Guidance Service, located on 14th st.,
and took an aptitude test. The scores
pointed him in t he direction of art ad-
ministration, and since at that time CUNY
only offered that degree in Baruch, he
decided to give it his best shot.












S tudents always have a com-plaint, whether it be about thesystem or how the system is
run. I took the liberty to wade
through the crowd during club hours in
search of students who would not mind
voicing their opinions about Baruch.
NIcIl r,. 'Ir ·...- ,.. ill rqlwtnaa-. ~.I (184M )
...,.. till _."PIc-.. .. tile rlaht Is SIIertf NIIIId a at Baiidl. He
* '... 1
Question: What do you dislike about
Baruch?
Denise Felix, sophomore, said, "Al) of
the buildings are so far away from each
other. There is no campus." She gets out of
school at night. "All those drug addicts
on 24th Street.-l'm scared when I get out
eight o'clock." She also saId that there was
a man in the ladies room on the 3rd floor of
24th Street.1
. l.. _--.-.~--- ..--.t
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(Continued from page 10)
ESSA
The following ESSA charter dubs are available
to evening students: Black Leadership through
Action, Collectiveness and Knowledge
(B.L.A.C.K.); Jewish Student Organiza-
tion (1S0); American Society of Personnel
Administration (ASPA); Advertising and
Marketing Club (ADMARK); and Sigma
Alpha, Delta Chapter (the honor society
~tm hold regular meetings). Schedules of
meeting days and times can be obtained
from Spergel, "The Baruch Entrepreneur




Carl Aylman, director of. Student Ac-
tivities and Student Center, supervises even-
ing and graduate activities. "We hope to .
come up with a coordinated program of ac-
tivities and services for evening students,"
says Aylman, who wants evening services to
be more than Han after thought." Aylman
says that evening students need a "much
different kind of career placement service."
Workshops on resume writing, skills train-
ing and career change should be designed
especially for these students. "Besides fill-
ing a social function, clubs should be bring-
ing in professionals to explain what employ-
ment recruiters are looking for, and though
these services are offered to some degree by
certain clubs, they should be expanded
upon and be readily available to students."
Awareness and stability are two of the
ESSA's current goals. "I want the govern-
ment to be stable," says Murphy. "By the
end of last semester, we were down to five
members. barely quorum. By the end of the
Spring 1987 semester, hopefully we'll have
the same amount of people we have now, or
more, so that we can share the work and
make the student government more con-
spicuous around the school."
"FIND OUT HOW TO WRITE
A RESUME TO GET THE JOB
YOU WANT...
"ROOM 501, 155 EAST 24TH STREET"
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP
2 OCTOBER 1986
1:00 - 2:15 p.m,
Placement for Arts & Sdenc..Sluclen..
Room 510 I 111 1.24 ..... 711-11.
it struck me that everything I was seeing was
ancient. I marvelled at the city of
Jerusalem, where all religions converge. We
were taken to the Dome of the Rock, which
is the second most important place for
Moslems. After thousands of years, the
engravings on the ground which marked the
path of Christ were still there. Even more
significant for me were the tombs of the
Hebrew prophets, and seeing everyone pray
at the Wailing Wall before the Sabbath. I
gained a deeper appreciation for my own
religion, and an understanding of "the
others. '
After being brought up in a country in
which we are all spoiled, I compared the two
different styles of living. Israel is a tiny
country in a region full of enemies. It would
be unusual to fmd an eighteen-year-old boy
not in army uniform. At every public
place, there is a bag search. And yet,
this is normal for the Israelites. It is just
part of the daily routine. For this, I admired
the people of the country so much.
The greatest part of this whole venture
was taking advatage of my newly found in-
dependence. I was with students, and we all
decided that this would be the best time of
our lives. We slept on the beach and in
hotels, ate in the 'smallest restaurants, slept
whenever we wished and did whatever we
pleased. We rented a car and went up
North, driving by the borders of Lebanon
and Syria. It was hard to believe that those
two tiny countries were at the heart of such
controversy around the world. I learned a
lot, appreciated much and grew during this
six week experience.
You are a student only once, so take ad-
vantage of it. Whether you go to Italy,
France, China, or Israel, you will have
memories to last a lifetime. A summer
away may seem like a short time, but there
is no end to what you will learn-trust me.
The Ticker
I felt like I was far away from civiliza-
tion. New York with its noise. pollution.
and subways was a scary thought when
compared with the serenity and, peaceful
surroundings of the campus. The dorm
was unbelievably close, only two minutes
away from my classroom.
As I walked around the campus, I made
friends with people who had come from all
over the world. I became accustomed to the
humor of the British, the strange accents of
the Australians, (Yes, they did eat vegemite
sandwiches), and the nice manners of the
Belgians. There were students from all over
the States, from UCLA, to Yale University,
to Queens College. I was the only Baruch
student.
The archeology and religion courses were
very interesting. My classmates were "a
varied bunch."There was a student of
Divinity from Ireland. a man from the
Netherlands trying to find the Jewish roots
he felt so alienated from, and a latin teacher
who was studying biblical Hebrew. As we





I became accustomed to the humor of the
British, the strange accents of the Australians,
(yes, they did eat vegemite sandwiches) and the nice
manners of the Belgians.
A s I approached the EL~ ter-minal at JFKair~ I recalledthe months of deliberationwhich had brought me _to this
point. Israel seemed like a crazy place to go
after the surge of terrorism all over the
world. Am I doing the right thing? I asked
mvself. Again, thoughts flooded my mind.
I would not be taking any business
courses over the summer-something I
thought I should really do. I did not have a
summer job, and I would not be here for
the way to my dormitory. I was utterly
amazed by the campus (grass and all). Com-
ing from Baruch College, I'll bet you would
appreciate what my eyes were fascinated by.
The campus was situated on a hill which
faced all of the famous sites of Jerusalem.
registration (which I really dreaded the
most). I was on the plane. There was no tur-
ning back. I had to make "the best of it.
When I arrived at Hebrew University, I
could not help but wander all around, on
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$ Can you photograph? $
::: Can you draw? ::-
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$ SHOW us your ability $
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Ev~ning & Graduate 5:~dent Act:vites
room 529
~~ East 26th Street
t~(, ..· York, ~;.Y. 1001(1
725-33&3/,)
September 30. 1916"
(See uESSA" on page II)
Regular ESSA office hours ate 4 -7 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday. Evening
students interested in joining the ESSA
should contact the office or speak
with Mark Spergel, assistant director or
Evening & Graduate Services in room 529 in
the 26th Street building.
The ESSA has accumulated a large cash
reserve which is a reflection of unallocated
reserves and unspent balances" from
previous years, according to Aaron. "We
have a tremendous budget," says Murphy.
"$86,636 total estimated fund available for
allocation. But the evening students don't
get involved to find out how we're spending
their money. They do not tell us what they
want, or if they want something different."
Aaron cites lack of awareness of gover-
nance, of clubs and "lack of regularized,
timely source of information dispersal," as
some other reasons for poor student par-
ticipation in extra-curricular activities.
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10 representatives being elected each year.
The executive board is elected internally
from the already existing ESSA members.
Students run for the ESSA seats in May,
and the executive board is elected at the se-
cond meeting in September.
Murphy was elected president at the
September 11th meeting of the ESSA.
Other executive board members include
Julian Aronowitz, vice president of Social
and Club Activities; Fitzroy Whiteman.
vice president of Internal Affairs; Joe
Sellman, vice president of External Affairs;
David Rose, vice president of Financial Af-
fairs (treasurer) and Stephen Djokoroe,
secretary. Murphy says that currently 10
ESSA representative seats remain to be fill-
ed. Students must maintain a 2.0 GPA and
attend two consecutive regularly scheduled
meetings to become members of the ESSA.
Meetings are held on alternating Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 9 n.rn , in the ESSA ~f­
flee. room S09 in the 26th Street building.
TbeTicker
DOES THISSOUND LIKE YOUl
commitments than the traditional day stu-
dent." But, says Aaron. "One of the jobs
of our department is to try to find ways to
communicate to them that extra-curricular
activities can enhance their collegiate ex-
perience by providing them opportunities
for personal growth and leadership."
The ESSA, one of Baruch's three
autonomous student governments,
wants to aid students in that growth pro-
cess. Active members will continue to pro-
vide representation for evening students at
committee and board meetings. support its
charter clubs and subsidize The Reporter,
Baruch's evening student newspaper. "\\'e
try our best to look after the evening
students' interests, to see that things are
running smoothly, H says Murphy, a
management major who expects to
graduate next June. "At times, we lobby
for evening students' interests at University
Student Senate meeting, and we'll
go to Albany, if necessary, to fight tuition
increases. Again this semester, we are pro-
viding legal services for evening students."
The ESSA consists of 20 representatives
elected at large whose term of office is
one year. Elections are staggered, with
"...
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~C IMPROVE YOUR SCHOOL EXPERIENCE
JOIN:
GRADUArs STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
he Evening Session Student
Assembly, the student govern-
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Baruch's more than 4,()(X) full and part-time
evening students, is looking for people who
are willing to play active roles in student
government this year.
Jocelyn Murphy, the new president of the
ESSA, described qualifications for
leadership positions as "willing to get in-
volved in activities outside of school
work," and "being really interested" in
what happens at Baruch. Though full student
participation is the desired end, Murphy
realizes that many considerations affect
students' decisions to become involved in
extra-curricular programs. "It's not just
apathy that students don't get involved in
evening student activities ," says Murphy.
"They have personal obligations they have
to attend to."
Ron Aaron, dean of students, concedes
that there are many drawbacks that impact
on student involvement, particularly for part-
time students. "The part-time nature itself,
the physical configuration of the college,"
he said. "these students tend to be older
and have more full-time work and family
DON'TSEE IINYTHING THIITINTERESTS yOU.?
STilI(TYOUI( OWN CL UB
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We meet every Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in Rnl.302 (Student Center)
WI T H GAMES PEOPtE PLAY
21 DIFFERENT GAIrtFS
TO CnOOSE FI( OM
STOP BY Kid. 212
IN THE STUDENT tENTER
WITH YOVR /P
THURS. 2nd.
STUDENT CENTERshould be kept by our respective govern-
ments to allay speculative fears of impen-
ding shortages. The Japanese delegates ex-
pressed a conviction for their government
to remain apolitical due to their inherent
lack of raw materials. A field study at Exx-
on Corporation - shared with the
International Political Economics
table--enlightened us to the global opera-
tions of a multinational extraction and pro-
cessing giant, its inability to withstand the
pressures of hostile governments and its
definition of social responsibility to Third
World development and environment.
A spokespet'SOll from the EnWonmental
Protection Agency in New York addressed an
intertable with the Science and Society group,
discussing environmental pollution and its
serious abuses in the Eastern Seaboard
area. The purpose of Superfund was ex-
plained, and the process of controlling fur-
ther decay was mapped out.
The third major topic of concern for our
table, possibly the most critical of our
research, was the question of resource ex-
ploitation versus conservation. This includ-
ed such diverse areas as whaling, tropical
(See ''Japan'' on Page 14)
Irving Trust
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If you like challenges,
Irving Trust is where
your ambitions
may become reality.
It.·s people that set Irving Trust apart in the
highly competitive banking world. Today,
we serve the diverse financial needs of the
largest corporations, governments,
emerging companies and successful
individuals worldwide.
And to meet tomorrow's even bigger
challenges, we're looking for talented
people who will learn to manage both
traditional and innovative credit and
noncre.d~t se.rvices by meshing creativity
and spmt With professionalism and
teamw?rk. While we' re one of the largest
banks In the U.S. ~ we recognize and
reward individual achievement.
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(The. fallowing article is a report of the
studies of the Agriculture & Natural
Resources table during the 38th Japan-
Am~rica Student Conference. Three major
t0p"cs were discussed. They were
agn.cu/~uraltrade, resource politics and ex-
pioitation vs. conservation. The table
leaders were Yuji Nakamura and Richard
Jacobson. The dialogue was framed within
the context of renewable and non-
renewable resources.)
A s the 38th Japan-America Stu-dent Conference explored thebilateral relationship betweenour two countries, agriculture,
the most closely protected area, rose to the
forefront of the debate.
The introductory paper presentation for
the Agriculture and Natural Resources
table focused on the issue of the weakening
U.S. farm system, in the midst of economic
crisis. Oversupply, lower world commodity
prices, and inflated land costs from the
1970's stood out as the major causes for the
rampant failures spreading throughout the
midwest and southern states. Both macro
and micro economic issues were further
defined. ~n contrast, the Japanese opening
presentation cook the position against a fur-
ther liberalization of trade in home
agricultural markets as an effort to main-
tain self-sufficiency ratios and internal
political security. A pragmatic study of how
soybeans are traded between the major
players of both countries, along with the
role of the commodities futures market
was then demonstrated. This concluded th~
first segment of OUf discussions and
prepared for field studies to: the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, the Chicago Board
of Trade, the US National Livestock
and Meat Board. the Metamore Grain
Elevator, a con.ference-wide event; our
farm homestay In Wauseon, Ohio; and
later, to Zen Noh Druco America Corpora-
both issues were
viewed as catalytic
forces . . . to ignite
trade frictions ...
tion. in New York (the national cooperative
buying agent for Japanese farmers).
It was debated and agreed that the
Japanese .sensitivity to grain embargoes (a
repurcussion from the Nixon "shocks" of
the early 1970's) was unfounded. Due
to the curren~ availability of easily obtained
alternatives from such food-source nations
as Argentina, Australia, Brasil and
Cana~a, future embargoes would prove in-
effective . In return for this con-
cession, the argument over inadequate
beef and citrus quotas was relaxed and both
issues were viewed as catalytic forces, used
by the media, more so to ignite trade fric-
tions than to minimize trade deficit figures.
The delegates then focused on the second
table issue of resource cartels; analyzing
how food or oil might be used as a
"weapon" in in ternational trade.
Acknowledging that both our countries are
equally vulnerable to political blackmail of
t~IS type, and including any sensi-
tive or strategic minerals, we conclud-
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protection of Antarnca as a sanctuary for
purely scientific, non-nuclear research.
Regarding the outcome of current owner-
ship disagreements on territorial claims, no
clear resolve was reached.
The whaling debate uncovered a deep-
seated tension among the Japanese over the
potential erosion of an ancient traditional
industry. The International Whaling Agree-
ment, imposed by the U.S., displayed the
subtlety of trade bargaining. The present
agreement sets a moratorium for the
Japanese, restricting them from hunting
mink whales in Antarctica, while allowing
the Eskimos to hunt sperm whales in the
Artie Ocean.
By conference end, we had acheived a
degree of clarity on many renewable and
no~-renewable resource issues, having
polished our skills of cross-cultural com-
munication and analysis along the way.
When and how to ask the right questions
was often half the solution. Close friend-
ships were formed, and doubtless each of us
has established new perceptions of our
respective environments and consumption
patterns within our home countries.
a live performance. This is why he has
learned to combine and obtain the best
from both.
Besides his position here at Baruch he
also holds the distinguished title of presi-
dent of Composers Recordings Inc., a
non-profit organization for musicians. The
composer's recordings focus primarily on
20th century music. He served - as a
volunteer for a year and soon thereafter
was elected president by the Board of
Trustees. He oversees a group of volunteers
as well as a paid staff. His duties also in-
clude recording productions and budgeting
-which is accomplished through a great deal
of fund raising. "
Coming from a family of music lovers it
almost seems as if he were destined to suc-
ceed in his "not so ordinary" profession.
He admits, however, that music, like any
other industry, is a difficult business to suc-
ceed in. It takes a lot of will, determination.
and perseverance. Always available to his
students, he encourages them to go after
what they want. In his own words he said,
"Music is a tough field, but anyone in-
terested should go for it! I urge my students
to not only prepare through the music
courses offered at Baruch but to also
prepare through the music management
program which is also offered in the
school." He advises that a student be well
versed in every aspect of the business, not
just instrumentally.
With such a hectic schedule it's
a wonder that he'd find time to perform
here at Baruch. However, on September 25,
1986, anyone interested will find him and
many of his colleagues performing at the
Aaron Silberman Concert Series at Baruch
College. He will perform Clarinet and
Tape. The performance is open to Baruch
students and faculty and is scheduled to
begin at 3:00-p.m.
Indeed, Dr. Olan has achieved incredible
feats throughout his music career but it
does not stop here. When asked if there is
anything different he'd like to do he
responded, "I'd like to write a large opera
piece (at least 25 minutes), which would
take several years to accomplish." With a
mind "arid W111 all his own, I'm sure if is just
a matter of time before he accomplishes his
latest goal.
(Continued from page J2)
rainforest deforestation, and the Antartic
Treaty. Two of these issues were accom-
panied by appropriate field studies.
At the University of Michigan School of
Natural Resources, three research fellows
conducted a round table discussion of the
energy "cost" of producing food in developed
versus develoDina countries. and cited
deforestation in Latin America as a primary
example of short-sighted resource exploita-
tion. Their contention was that the
guarantee of future supplies of non-
renewable resources required greater plann-
ing than that offered by individual host na-
tions and profit-seeking corporations. The
much maligned United Nations was recom-
mended as a responsible global watchdog.
At the United Nations in New York, a
representative spoke of continuing the
JAPAN
He is also privileged. enough to bave bad
many of his own compositions performed
live for some very spectacular audiences.
On May 13, 1986, the Chamber Concerto for"
Bass Clarinet with Eight Players was first
performed by Parnassus, Anthony Korf,
(conductor) Dennis Smylie (bass clarinet), at
the Merkin Concert Hall in New York City.
On November 29, 1984, Symphony was
performed by the American Composers Or-
chestra at Alice Tully Hall, New York City.
After great pain, a piece for soprano and
electronic sounds, was first performed on
November 18, 1982, by Judith Bettina in
the New Music Concert Series at Carnegie
Recital Hall, also in the "Big Apple."
Unlike many musicians, Dr. Olan has a
passion for electronic music. When com-
posing a piece he says that he first performs
it electronically -arid -a:fterw8idS Witll "live
musicians. He enjoys electronics but also
believes that nothing compares to the joy of
searching, he decided that his happiness
was in music. That was when he channelled
his energy toward music and earned his
Masters in Music Composition.
Along with his educational ac-
complishments is a lengthy list of profes-
sional honors. The more recent awards in-
clude: the CAPS Fellowship awarded to
him in 1983, the NEA Composer
Fellowship, awarded in 1980, and the Gug-
genheim Fellowship earned in 1978. He ad-
mits that he is extremely proud of alI of
these achievements but when asked of his
most cherished professional award, replied,
"My most valued award would have to be
the Guggenheim Fellowship which allowed
me to compose. It took me an entire year to
prepare for it. "
By JACQUELINE TORRES
B
aruch students are privileged
enough to have as instructors
some of the finest scholars
around, from accomplished
businessmen to resourceful athletes.
Among the many professors at Baruch.iDr.
David Olan, associate professor of music,
has proven very successful in his craft.
Or. Olan is 38 years old and the proud
father of 18-year-old Anita Olano His
educational background is as extensive as
his many professional accomplishments.
He comes from a musical background,
the only boy in a Tamily with three children.
Although his parents and two sisters are
music lovers, when asked if professional
musicians are a breed in the Olan clan he
replied, "My family has a great interest in
music but none could be classified as a pro-
fessional musician. ,. He added, "They
were all very supportive of my decision to
pursue a career in the music field."
Although he is an accomplished musi-
cian, Dr. Olan did not start out with the
hopes of performing live in front of
thousands of people. His education in-
cludes a Masters Degree in Sociology.An AB
from Columbia University, his Masters in
Music Composition, and a DMA from Col-
umbia University also in music composi-
tion.
His decision to pursue a career in music
came about after much deliberation. He
had been preparing for his Ph.D. in
sociology when he realized that he was
uncertain of what he would enjoy doing
with the rest of his life. After hours of soul
A Musician In OurMidst
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have come from anywhere.
But the biggest beef to be made about
AnnabeJla's album concerns two songs.
First of all, Peggy Lee was (and still is) one
of the most influential contemporary
female vocalists. So why, why, WHY must
AnnabeJIa take an old favorite like "Fever"
and go on to systematically wreck it? Se-
cond, "School's Out" is a good rock song,
but it is about time it was given a rest. As if
including "Fever" wasn't enough, Anna-
bella had to take an old vintage favorite and
just do the same thing any other
unimaginative "artist" would do and make
her own versionsEnough already!
Fever is too much. Steer clear of this
one and go buy a nice Bon Jovi album.
After listening to this, Bon Jovi will sound




Most people probably remember Anna-
bella Lwin as the lead singer for Bow Wow
Wow. Annabella's first solo album is
"Fever" and rightly named so. It's enough
to make anyone sick.
What does the album offer? Songs that
lack identity. The songs are shallow and
half witted. They are the last word in com-
mercial.
The songs vary in sound. There is rock
mixed in with a disco rhythm that eventual-
ly leads to a new wave sound. A primary ex-
'ample is "Desire." Melodically, "Desire"
is the best of the bunch. While the entire
album has an inner diversity that will un-
doubtedly attract some, the songs could
A COMEDY BY
OSCAR WILDE
well,~ all of the songs have an instan~
accessible beat. The "IS songs are never
tiresome or repetitious.
The record does have its drawbacks which
reduce its chances. for major success. The
most serious fault lies in the vocals. Lead
singer John Joseph does not demonstrate'
any talent whatsoever; at best he is un-
decipherable. The lyrics are good on this
album, but you'd never know it without
consulting the enclosed lyric sheet.
The band should also be criticized for not
fully utilizing both of their guitarists. Few
songs on this L.P. have lead solos, and
most of the time both guitarists are playing
the same thing! One guitarist would have
suited the Cro Mags just as well.
As much as I did enjoy this album, I can-
not recommend it to non-hardcore fans
because of the aforementioned faults. Th~
Cro Mags are not an example of hardcores'
best, and therefore I recommend the
Crumbsuckers or D.R.I. in their place.
-John Ricard
WANTED: ACTORS, CREW




FOR ITS FALL PRODUCTION
"THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST"
DATE: OCT. 1 AN D 2~
TIME: 5-7:30
PLACE:· ROOM 911 23RD· ST BLDG
Quarrelsome Beginnings
CIo Map ---Age of Quare/I (ProfJ1e
~-Records)
Crawling out of CBGB's, the Cro Mags
have been a local favorite for the past year.
For hardcore fans their debut L.P. The Age
1f Quare// is an indispensible 40 minutes of
.lassic hardcore.
The Cro Mags' popularity is rooted in
heir ability to combine hardcore and heavy
netal into a satisfying combination. Their
nusic is well suited for "Meshing" ( a non-
iolent variation of slam dancing), and that
as attracted a strong hardcore following.
'he band also cranks out high speed
trash" riffs ("trashing" is exactly what its
arne implies"), to please the speed metal
lOS.
The Cro Mags are admittedly "Overflow-
g with Frustrations." They complain
rout everything from close friends, to the
'er present anarchists. There isn't a love
,ng within earshot when this L.P. is
ayed.
The bass and drums are used extremely
-ErkKIUI
This cataloging of women whom he is in-
capable of loving, as well as women who see
him solely as a sexual object, is
Scherbatov's mental block that can't be
derided. For Rubin, it was a steady hetero-
sexual relationship. This is where director
Brody shines. To many, Freud was a
pioneer of a mental panacea~ a genius who
was never appreciated for his genius.
Brody's picture is that of a Freud who was
always totally broke, and who passed away
knowing his brand of psychology was a
failure. Scherbatov relates in one scene to
Rubin that Freud once confided to him:
"There are no cures. Only the possibility of
converting hysterical misery into everyday
happiness. "
Nineteen Nineteen summarizes the
history of Europe through Sophie Rubin's
flashbacks. How the Nazis came to power
(her whole family was exterminated in
1938), and how the continent was struck
badly by two World. Wars. The Russia of
Scherbatov is illustrative of the Russian
class-struggle and eventual Communist vic-
tory. The peasants are referred to by
Scherbatov near the outset of the film as
"the most exploited people on earth."
The characters of Nineteen Nineteen are
not easy to portray. However, Maria Schell
does a fine job in a role somewhat
awkwardly defined. Scofield is superb; he
plays the white Russian with the same in-
tensity that he had as a much younger man
in 1966 in A Man For A.fI Seasons. Nine-
teen Nineteen is presently in a two-
week stint at Film Forum (57 Watts Street,
N. Y.C.) that will end on Oct. 7.
ALBUM
The Vels are a fresh-sounding pop rock
band who have released their second
album. House oj Miracles is sweet and
refreshing to listen to. By breaking stride
with today's mainstream, The Vels are off-
beat with new sounds to offer.
Side one opens with "Danger Zone." a
song about the perilsof the street. It is time-
ly and melodic. The Vels lead vocals, Alice
DeSoto, has a cheerful girlish voice that
adds heart and soul to the song. "Danger
Zone" is the best song on-the-al-bwn;.
The album, sounding very electronic, has
a passive mood about it. The album reflects
feelings of love, mutuality, maturity, and
growing up fast. It is a portrayal of or-
dinary people.
"Girls Most Likely To," the second song
on side one, reflects heavily on the post-
Madonna uJtra-materialist atitude's impact on
teenage morals. The song is a depiction of a
promiscuous teenaged girl. It is topical,
well-written, and well-played.
The rest of the album follows this sort.
The songs are alive and vibrant in meaning
and sentimental portrayal. House of
Miracles is a breath of fresh air. Intelligible
and dynamic, The Vels are worth listening
to. Check ~em out.








of her compouDd~ sex... coaiu-
sions, Rubin lives the next fifty y~ in a
hermit-like existence in New York.
Alexander Scherbatov, now a waiter in
Vienna, came from a "white Russian"
family, what was known as the landed gen-
try before the Communists rise to power
and nationalization of the aristocracy's proper-
ty. Scherbatov, the aristocrat, is in love
with a member of the bourgeoisie, a taboo
iIYpre-Communist Russia. This woman
however, reaDy doesn't have the same affec-
tion for 'him. This causes certain problems
for Scherbatov. One memorable scene from
Nineteen Nineteen recalls Sophie and Alex-
ander in his dining room, sipping tea and
discussing their pasts, when the telephone
rings and Scherbatov says to Rubin
"That's number 27 calling." '
-Mark. Schnurman
"should I or shouldn't I."
Another great feature of the music, is the
how well drummer Bruce Curnow and
bassist Craig Harnath work together. In a
few songs they are playing the same
rhythms with amazing accuracy. In other
songs one player complements the other.
You have to hear the album to believe it.
Kids in the Kitchen's debut. album had
seven songs that I thought were amazing.
Any of them could be future hits. The other
three were good and on any other album
would probably stand out. But on this
record, the competition was too tough. If
you haven't guessed by now, I thought the
album was terrific. Call it the best debut










top 10 in their native Australia. Since then,
they have reached the top 20 in Australia
three times. Not bad for a debut album.
Scott carnedoes an excellent job deliver-
ing the vocals for the group. He shows his
versatility going from a soft ballad, "My
Life," to the synth-pop sound of
"Something That You Said." Another nice
quality about Scott's voice is that it doesn't
tire the listener. I enjoyed his voice as much
in the last song as I did in the first.
"Bitter Desire." the album's first track,
is a good example of the solid lyrics. The
song is about a guy deciding whether to go
out with his love again, even though she has
burned him. The mixture between the
powerful lyrics and Scott Carne's intense -
voice really makes you feel the songwriter's
emotions. During the songs horn lines, you
can almost hear the songwriter thinking
ScorJeld). Sophie and Alexander, presently
in the winter of life, both had experiences to
relate in their psychotherapy 'experiments
conducted by Freud. Sophie Rubin, in
1919, is an outcast of a fairly well-off
Jewish family, who was almost forced to
emigrate to the United States because of her
lesbian relationship with a beautiful, seduc-
tive woman named Anna (played by Diana
Quick), who leaves Sophie soon after.
Sophie also has a clear hatred for her
father, as well as men in general. When
Freud hints that these feelings may be a
result of a relationship between Anna and
her father, Sophie screams, "No," and
begins to tell the doctor of her desire to
commit suicide. (Note: Freud is never
shown in the film; only the voice of Freud,
spoken by Frank Findlay is heard.) Because
Frying Freud:
Kids in the Kitchen (Sire Records)
By STEVEN BAUM
Every debut album, make that every
album, should be like Kids in the Kitchen's'
self-titled debut. This Australian
group's album has. everything a record
should have: good songwriting, solid lyrics,
strong intensity.
Saying this group writes good songs is an
understatement. After listening to the
album a few times, I found that all the
songs were different. On lesser records. a
song on side two sounds just like a song on
side one. Every cut on Kids in the Kitchen
was different and unpredictable, another
quality that is far too rare in most pop
music. If you judge good songwriting by
popularity, Kids in the Kitchen's first
single, "Change of Mood," made it to the
N ineteen, Nineteen, a movie byHugh Brody, is a great workon several different levels.Level one is a psychodrama of
two patients who were treated by Sigmund
Freud ... granddaddy of psychoanalysis .. .in
his heyday of practice in 1919 Vienna. The
movie is also an essay into the history of
twentieth-century Europe. In addition, the
movie marks the triumphant return of
Englishman Paul Scofield, a brilliant
Shakespearian actor, to the silver screen.
In 1970, Sophie Rubin (played by Maria
ScheU) travels back to her native Vienna, to
meet Alexander Scherbatov (played by
_ •• _:.•~ ..........~~,__'" ~...- •••••c....- .............._-----
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an Fleming's master spy,
James Bond made his last print
appearance more than 20 years
ago. The character has
continued to live on in a series of popular
movies loosely based on the Fleming novels.
The·novels \were revived in 1981 by author
John Gardner. The first book in the new
series, transported Bond into the SO's and
(by way of literacy license) he has aged less
than 10 years.
Gardners' most recent I Bond novel,
"Nobody Lives Forever,"is an improbable,
but still enjoyable adventure. It begins
when a vacationing Bond receives word that
his housekeeper, Miss May,. and his co-
worker, Miss Moneypenny, have been kid-
napped. As .if that were not enough to ruin
a good agents vacation, there is a Ll00,OOO
bounty for the capture of Bond.
Both of these artrocities are the work of
Spectre, the evil counterpart of Bonds own
Secret Service.
Armed with a 9mm ASP, a six inch baton
("deadly in the hands of an expert," accor-
ding to the narration), and a supply of
bombs and lock picks, Bond travels across
the globe in an effort to save the women.
Along the way he is ioined by Sukie and
Nannie (a princess and her bodyguard). One
of the women betrays Bond, while the other
is at best nuissance to him.
Bond of course succeds in his bid to free
the women, and kills off more than a few
"get rich quick" headhunters before the
novel's 300 pages are exhausted.
Anyone who has seen even a few Bond
movies featuring Roger Moore, will no
doubt consider the plot of this book to be
consistent with what they have come to ex-
pect from a Bond adventure. All of the
standard Roger Moore devices .are present
in this book; the damsel in distress, the fast
cars, the car chase scene, the naive young
lady, the good girl gone bad, the humor,
etc. etc ....
Readers familar with the original Fleming
novels will find much to complain about.
The characterizations and the battles of wit
which were so compelling in the original
works are either non-existent or buried
beneath the roar of the umpteenth ear chase.
With its heavy use of quotes as opposed to
narrative, this reads more like an adaptation
of a screenplay than an original piece of
literature. Perhaps Gardner is writing these
books in the hopes that one will be made into
a modem picture.
Still the noveljs more worthwhile than
most anything on TV, and in that respect I
recommend it highly. In comparison to
what is available in most bookstores,
however, one might do better.
By JOHN RICARD
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The story of two men
tom by the conflicts
in their lives
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For the greatest sound
the world has ever heard.
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Ms. Tyler successfully paints a clear divi-
sion between the inside world of the Leary
family-full of organized systems, puzzling
games that no one except the siblings can
tollow and a clear understanding of each
others' thoughts and actions-and the out-
side world-s-full of foreign places, illogically
designed gadgets and incomprehensible
people -- like' Muriel.
Macon Leary's peculiar attitude on life is
explained, in a way, by Ms. Tyler. We have,
for evidence that Macon is not alone in his
strange behavior, the example of Macon's
family. Living in his grandparents' house
are two divorced brothers and a matronly
sister who cares for these misfits. When
Macon's sister, Rose, finally attempts to
break away from the family atmosphere,
she °is inexplicably drawn back to it. She
leaves her newlywed husband to return to
the "boys" (who are in their forties) where.
she is "needed." It is left to her husband to
devise a plan to draw Rose back into the
outside world.
Muriel, though, is never discouraged.
Her odd behavior; paired with her oblivion
to the world's reaction toher, make Muriel
an overwhelmingly enjoyable and endearing
character. If Muriel wants Macon, then we
want her to have him, even if we can't
understand why on earth she'd want him.
We want this self-supported, eccentric free-
spirit to have whatever she sets her heart
on. After Muriel's blond locks of childhood
turned brown and frizzy, we sense that
she's never gotten what she wants. It's her
tum now.
When Macon's wife leaves him, Macon
trips himself up in his over-systematized
house and ends up with a broken leg. He
calls his sister and is quickly established in
his old uhome 9 " where he feels comfor-
table and understood. After many years of
marriage, Macon is still unable to feel that
his house is his home. When Sarah leaves he
has no obstacle left to keep him from leav-
ing a house that he ultimately abandons.
1he Accidental Tourist, chronicles for us
the accidental travels of a man through his
own life. Macon faces divorce, a return to
his home base, an affair, a reconciliation.
Ultimately, Ms. Tyler has given us a funny,
complicated portrait of a man's blindfolded
quest to discover his relation to himself, his
family and the world. Macon's only hope
lies in the small awareness he gains of the
odd, isolated nature of his clan. These small
insights combine with Macon's final action
in the novel -- the first actual decision of his
life -- to offer a somewhat dubious hope
that Macon will grab a chance to experience
life.




assuage, the struggle over Macon is difficult
/ to justify; neither woman seems needy
enough to settle for this neurotic. Further
development of the female characters who
play such important roles in Macon's life
would have resulted in a clearer understan-
ding of the circumstances that Macon faces.
As it is, we are left in Macon's fog of in-
comprehension. While this perhaps gives us
a better understanding of Macon's psyche,
it cheats us of well-developed supporting
characters and creates the novel's main
weakness.
While Sarah remains an unformed blur
throughout the novel, Ms. Taylor does a
better job with Muriel Pritchett, the woman
Macon meets at a pet care center where he
leaves Edward during one of his trips.
Although we are not allowed to see much of
Muriel's side of things, we do get a much
stronger sense of character.
Muriel Pritchett; her name says much
about her personality. Beginning with their
first encounter, Muriel chases Macon, while
he remains blind to his status as prey.
Again, we never learn why Muriel finds
Macon so attractive.
Muriel is fresh air forcing itself into
Macon 's stale life. She is different, and
when Macon begins to realize that the sur-
prise of her is enough, he also begins to
recognize the quirkiness of his family and
himself. Yet Macon fights the revelation
that could cure him of his armchair attitude
toward life. He drifts into his relationship
with Muriel, never actually moving in; he
simply finds himself installed one dav with
all his possessions. 'Ne watch Muriel fight
to snap Macon outof his sleepwalking daze,
yet we wonder why she tries. Macon,
however, is incapable of acknowledging a
good time; he refuses to let Muriel know
that he derives pleasure from the relation-
ship. Like the crafts fair which he dismally
reviews for a local paper, Macon ap-
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(
Semen will be used for artificial insemination
for couples who cannot-have children dueto ·
mare 1~ erti tty.
,
By VICKI DRAKE
The Accidental Tourist by Anne Tyler
JS5 Pages (paperback) New York, Berkeley
BooblAlfred A. Knopf IDe. 1986 54.50.
Macon Leary is infuriating. He is in-
furiatingly systematic, infuriatingly pedan-
tic, (especially about the English language)
and infuriatingly blase about the life
through which he is slouching.
Early in Anne Tyler's novel, newly releas-
cidental Tourist, Macon's wife leaves him
ed in paperback, The Accidental Tourist.
Macon's wife leaves him
cause for the separation appears to be the
murder of the Leary's only child, we sense
that Sarah has been building toward this
split for many years. As we listen to her
depict Macon's shortcomings, and watch
him validate these complaints, we wonder
what has taken Sarah so long. Macon's
ultimate rejection of life through his inabili-
ty to deal compassionately with his son's
death is merely the final assault on his mar-
riage. Even their dog, Edward, lapses into a
depression and a nervous breakdown after
the son's death and the parents' separation,
thus reacting more humanly than Macon
can manage.
Macon is the perennial armchair athlete,
an anti-social observer of life, rather than
an active participant. As an "author" of
encyclopedic travel guides. Macon stresses
the Baltimore-like qualities in each of the
foreign cities to which he travels. Macon
hates to travel. Even the far side of
Baltimore seems exotic and can cause him
to yearn for home as he loses his wayan
strange streets.
Macon is not an appealing character. but
~ts~'T)'ler'sportrait of him is perfect, Every
remorseful word from his mouth rings true;
every non-action fits exactly into character.
Where Ms. Tyler fails is in creating realistic
circumstances and three dimensional
characters to surround her main character.
While the book is written predominately
from Macon's point of view, we are given a
strong enough sense of the other characters
to leave us curious when they are not more
fully developed. What is Sarah feeling when
she decides to leave Macon? Ms. Tyler hints
at the source of her unhappiness but we are
never allowed to hear Sarah's views directly
from Sarah. Why does Sarah decide that
she wants Macon back? Why do two
women end up battling over the rights to
Macon when he is ultimately a very unap-
pealing choice for a mate? While both
women have weaknesses which Macon's









Buxenbaum & Milstein "Women in
the Struggle for Labor's Political In-
dependence I ,
Friday sept. 26 7 pm adm. $4
students $2
,.....', SCIIaII .. lIarxist StudIII
235 west 23 Street. NYC 10010, .
(212) 924-1837
FOR SALE: '81 CAMARa. $
3,800. SILVER W/BLK. - INT.
LOW MILEAGE, 2 NEW TIRES.
CALL DERIC - AFTER 7 PM
(718) 835-9569
$60.00 per hundred paid for remaH-
. Inft-fetters from heme~ -. - - - .-
Senet· seft-addresseet, stamped
envelope for information lapplication .
Associates, Box 95-8, Roselle, NJ
07203
TUTORING
Exp. Tutor offering indiv. tutoring in
Math (Algi Geo, Int. Alg & Trig,
Precals, Calc, Stat, Finite Math).
Physics, Span, French, German.
$6 - 8/hr. call Ray Bacchus
718-493-6942 -
To the guy who stole my books on
September 18th, from the
bookstore-REturn them. Why?
Because I saw you, I remember you,
I will find you!
CLASSIFIED
EXPECTANT MOTHER
Academic SCientist, Artist's wife.
will eagerly ~90Pt your baby, give
luxury, comfort. culture. education,
grandparents & cousins. Loving con-
cern and assistance for baby's
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The Foreign Trade Society
if\il'iWl~
The Foreign Trade Society is currently seelcing students to participate in a proposed Prac-
ticum International Trade which would be offered in the Spring of 1987.
Students accepted into the Program would work under supervision either in private in-
dustry, cooperating agencies, trade associations, or research organizations. Students
would be placed on a part-time basis as Interns in positions which would afford them op-
portunities to apply knowledge gained from their coursework in international business.
Applicants would be selected on the strength of their success in a balanced sequence of,
courses and aptitude for analytical work. Each intern would be required to prepare a term
paper addressing a problem or other area of interest to the organization in which he or she
is placed. This analysis, as well as demonstrated job accomplishment and attitude, would
form the basis for evaluating the student. Interns would also meet once a week at the Col-
lege for lectures and group discussions.
-
The Program, once approved, would be opened to seniors and upper juniors majoring in
International Marketing. However, consideration would also be given to students minor-
ing in .Intemational Business. All applicants would- have to obtain Permission from the
Department of Marketing before entering the Program.
Upon successful completion of the Practicum the Intern would receive 3 credits. These
credits would not be counted as part of the student's 24 credit major (or 12 credit minor).
Interested students are encouraged to submit their applications as soon as possible. For
application forms go. directly to the Foreign Trade Society -- Rm. 839, 26th Street--



















Meanwhile, guitarist Mitch Perry has left
the band to start a solo career. The new
guitarist and drummer are Phil and Chris
Capri. The "brothers hail from Middletown,
in upstate New York" and, according to
Heaven lead.vocalist Allan Fryer, are hot.
Congratulations and good luck to Phil and
Chris Capri and Heaven Vivian
Campbell has left DIO due to personal and
musical differences. He has formed his own
band called Trinity San Francisco
thrashers Exodus have replaced lead
vocalist Paul Baloff with Steve Sousa,
former head screamer of Bay area bangers
Legacy Until next time this is the





Immersed in a kaleidoscopic. array of ma-
jestic purple, fushia pink and bits of green
light, Captain Fantastic himself, Elton John,
~ sporting an outrageous red mohawk, brought
2 his Las Vegas-type showmanship to
i5 Madison Square Garden, after a three year
CD absence.
~ What Elton John lacked in physiqil
~ movement,he made up for with his bespangIcd
> performance. Seated at a white piano, he
pleased his fans by concentrating on the hits
that brought him, superstardom in the
seventies. He delivered "Philadelphia
Freedom, " "The Bitch is Back, "
"Levon,' and "Bennie and the Jets," the
climax of the concert that had John im-
provising with jazzy piano riffs.
John, known for his high vocal range
where he can sing falsetto with ease, assum-
ed an unthreatening alto because of a sore
throat. He remained mid-ground with his
strained voice, unable to lift "Rocket
Man," into orbit. "Someone Saved My
Life Tonight," the autobiographical ac-
count of John's early life, lost its emotion
and conviction again his voice was
unable to hold a steady command.
The It-piece band, including a hom sec-
tion, two vocalist and Davy Johnston, an
old Elton John stand-by played tight and
crisp, adding force especially to
"Philadelphia Freedom," and "Restless."
Not overlooking his current hit singles,
John performed "Blue Eyes," "I Guess
That's Why They Call It the Blues," and
the commercialized, "Sad Songs Say So
Much," but it was the earlier hits that were
the crowd favorites.
J u" ':".ow ran a bit over two hours in-
cluding John's encore with "Little Genie,"
"Nikita," and "Candle in the Wind,"
(Goodbye Norma Jean), the romantic
homage to Marilyn Monroe that drew the
audience in, screaming for more. And.
pushing .the jntensity even further, with
another encore, John returned, capping the
night off with "Your Song."
•
The center of the film is the poet Abba
Kovner, author of the first call for Jewish
resistance. His wife, Vitka Kempner-
Kovner, committed the first known act of
sabotage by a Jew against the Nazis.
. ~".~.. . ,
v-'. .,~ .....~
"~\:"'~ ,:,i\ .... .'f
o .'... ,. .... ..
some great vocals by schmier and some out-
of-tbis-world riffing by guitarist Mike. Also
check out the mega-instrumental "Upcom-
ing Devastation" on Side Two and the rag-
ing "Confused Mind." If you;re Into
bands like Metallica or Anthrax, Destruc-
tion's speed and raw power are right up




IV evangelists Jerry Falwell and Jimmy
Swaggert have struck again. This time their
wrath has fallen onto Hard Rock, a
monthly metal magazine. Due to pressure
by Swaggert and Falwell onto the
distributors of Hard Rock, the
magazine has ceased operations. It makes
one wonder how much creedence the First
Amendment has Judge John Cole
has dismissed a lawsuit accusing Ozzy
Osbourne of having indirectly caused the
suicidal death of 19-year-old John Mc-
Collum. The reason given is that
Osbourne's lyrics are protected under the
First Amendment. Judge Cole also noted
that the plaintiffs could not provide
evidence that Osbourne's "Suicide
Solution" incited the shooting death of
McCollum Former Rainbow drummer
Bobby-lt'ondine1Ji Joined- and SilbSequenUy ,
left CBS -'recOriIJDI---artistS' Heaven.
CJt is about time some-
one made a documen-
tory about the success of
the Jewish resistance. '
Josh Waletzky also directed and co-
produced "Image Before My Eyes," the
award winning documentary about the life
of Polish Jewry between the world-wars.
Though "Partisans of Vilna" could have
been a little bit shorter (it was more than
two hours), it was informative as well as






Destruction - Eternal Devastation (Metal
Blade Records)
In the past, Germany has brought us such
metal acts as Accept, Scorpions, and now
Destruction, Germany's top thrash export.
Formed in 1983 by guitarist Mike and
drummer Tommy and later joined by
bassist, vocalist Schmier to complete the
li~e~p~ _~~tl!.ctiQn_.~~..Jl!1i<:!Qybec_Q!!1_~one
of the underground's top outfits. Their se-
cond fuIl length album, Eternal
Devastation, is as gut wrenching as
they come. Side One begins wth the speed
thriller "Curse Of The Gods," a cut which
changes speeds several times but still comes
through clean. The guitar work on this as
well as the rest of the cuts on this album,
reminds one of a buzzsaw. "Life Without
Sense," which deals with suicide, features
Queensrycbe - Rage For Order (EMI-
Capitol)
What has made Billy Joel, U2, Neil
Young and Talking Heads, just to name a
few, so successful? In part, it's the artists' will-
ingness to experiment with different types
of sounds. On the other hand, 'bands such
as Judas Priest, Iron Mai~ KISS and
Pink Floyd have remained successful
because they have remained true to
whatever they do and have stuck to their
guns. Seattle metallers Queensryhce have
done some experimenting but by the same
token, have not "sold 'out." They have
come up with an album which is quite dif-
ficult to describe. But who cares? This
album is destined to become a classic.
-: "Rage For Order" is in no way, shape or
form a total heavy metal album. With
such songs as the hypnotic "Neue Regal,"
the neurotic "Walk in the
Shadows" and the socially conscious
"Chemical Youth (We Are
Rebellion)" and "I Dream in In-
fra Red," Queensryche has come - up
with a very diversified album. Everything
from musicianship to writing to production
to album design is classic. How would I
categorize it? Classic. By the way, if you
already have this album and the ring on the
cover is blue, congratulations, you have a
collectors item.
shines. It becomes evident that they were
willing to accept the price of freedom, even
if ti meant death. One partisan is reduced to
tears as she spews out each last word to her
interviewer. It is with this emotional scene
of the film that the viewer is drawn into the
heart of Vilna.
The mood is set by occasional songs of
the partisans. Although the patriotic tunes
sung were not in English, the tone of the
vocalists will make you feel Iike fighting
alongside the resistance. This was enhanced
by the use of various maps to illustrate
Vitoa and its surrounding areas. There was
a minimal use of film footage.
Documentary: Partisans of Vilna
Vinnie Vincent Invasion(Chrysalis
Records)
Former, and definitely most talented,
KISS guitarist Vinnie Vincent has put forth
onto us his first solo platter, The word on
this album was that it was supposedly
dance rock.
Yeah, right! This album is all looks and
no rocl~: 'The songs don't cut it, the lyrics
are temble and the production is the pits
There is no bass to be found, the drums are:
for the most part, inaudible and the vocals
are fair to say the least. The only real bright
spot is Vinnie Vincent's guitar work. The
nffs are raw, raunchy and his solos are
breathaking. Vinnie Vincent, without a
doubt, is in a class by himself. It is because
of and only because of, Vinnie Vincent,
that this album (I use the term loosely) is
not a complete flop.
CindereDa - Night Songs (Mercury Records)
Take a good look at the front cover of
Cinderella's album and what do you see?
Well, for starters there is leather, snake
skin, spandex and zebra striped pants. Then
there's earrings, spritzed-up hair, tons of
necklaces and bracelets and two belts per
person. Sounds like a typical metal band,
doesn't it? Well hold on to your glass slip-
per, Prince Charming, because the four
Philadelphians can rock. Cinderella
features Tom Keifer (lead vocals,
guitar), Eric Brittingham (bass). Jeff
LaBar (guitar), and Fred Coury
(drums). This disc hits you like an anvil
falling from high above: HARD AND
HEAVY! Keifer (who sounds a lot like
Brian Johnson of AC/Dq knows how to
deliver a 'song without screaming the words.
The guitars are crisp 'and clear and the
rhythm section is tight. Cuts which will ex-
cite . yo-or' senses are: -'''Shake Me9 99
"Somebody Save Me" and the title cut. Jon
Bon Jovi makes a guest appearance on
"Nothin' For Nothin'" and "In From
the Outside. " Take my advice, hock
your glass slipper and buy this album. Then
use the rest of the money and buy yourself a
ticket to see Cinderella open for David Lee




















~~ 'I t is about time someone made a~~ documentary about the success~&I. of the Jewish resistance against.-:;) 0 the Nazis, rather than reels
Iz upon reels of live footage of the holocaust.
;>0 "Partisans of Vilna," directed by Josh~-lilt Waletzky and produced by Aviva Kempner,
~~ chronicles the Jewish uprising at Vilna
&1.0 through a series of intricately woven inter-ou views with 40 partisan survivors. The film
>o&.IJ
r.n:t explores the pains that the partisans had to
UJt- endure to organize under the conditions int-
c.:~ the ghetto village of Vilna.:JO
o~ Behind the film's cloud of subtitles, theUl.l.o-- determination of the resisters to survive
which was established in 1903. From the
workshops emerged objects that were not
only unique and beautiful but useful as
well. Three men lead the way in the
decorative arts - Josef Hoffmann, Koloman
Moser, and Carl Otto Czeschka. Hoffmann
was, perhaps, the most prolific of the three.
He designed not only furniture but fabric,
silverware and jewelry. His range of style
went from the elegant simplicity of his
chairs to the swirling patterns seen in his
jewelry as in the necklace, c. 1904-1906
Koloman Moser (1868-1918) gave to his fur-
niture the hand-crafted look that was so im-
portant to the Wiener Werkstatte. His stun-
ning wood armchair with mother-of-pearl
inlay, 1903, is evidence of that. Carl Otto
Czeschka (1878-1960) mastered metal. He
.desigaed in silver rhe p.~H,e!:ns.,so
characteristic of art nouveau. The center-
piece, c. 1906, shows the spirals and
swirls that Czeschka was determined to
translate from paper to silver. His work
culminates in an ornate vitrine, 1906-1908,
which was two years in the making.
Such are the treasures that await you in
"Vienna 1900: Art, Architecture and
Design" at the Museum of Modern Art.
The museum, located at 11 West S3rd Street
Fridays through Tuesdays 11 a.m. to 6
p.m ,; Thursday until 9 p.m. and is closed
Wednesdays. CUNY students are
allowed into the rnuseum free of charge
upon presentation of J.D. The Vienna show
is ticketed, but since entrance is free to
CUNY students, all you must pay is $1.00.
Enjoy the sights!
is sharply outlined against the man's. The
robes they wear are decorated with symbols
of their sex. Strong, dark rectangles for the
man. Colorful clusters of circles and ovals
for the woman. The pleasure revealed in the
woman's face and her stance allows the
painting to be read as a sweet surrender to
love.
A close follower and friend of Gustav
Klimt was Egon Schiele (l890-1~18.)
Schiele was a man of intense emotions.
His art was bold, austere and filled with a
nervous tension that society found hard to
accept. His early works show the influence
of Klimt's art nouveau pattemsbut by 1910
his own strong style emerged. His Self-
Portrait with Arm Twisted Above Head,
c.1910, is evidence of the way Schiele
minimalized the human body until it looked
like nothing but skin and bone. His use of
strong line and dark color emphasized this
now grotesque image. In an age when
tuberculosis, which wasted the body, ~as
rampant both Klimt and Schiele worshl~­
ped the emaciated TB victim. Schiele took It
to the extreme and we see that in the several
portraits and self-portraits in the exhibi-
tion. What we also see is the progression of
the artist's work. The Family, 1918. is
Schiele's last painting and it is a sharp con-
trast to his early style. The painting is un-
finished but that does not stop you from
appreciating the obvious harmony of this
family. Schiele has depicted himself as the
husband and father and, for once, shows
himself as a human being of substance. His
body is muscular but not the overly thin
body of his early self-portraits. He is pen-
sive and wide-eyed. The woman, too, has a
strong build and her position over the child
is a protective one. Schiele's painting
method has changed from a strongly lined,
cutting 'stroke to one that delineates the
shadowy contours of the body - a body that
now holds the blood and organs of life.
These are but two of the artists in an ex-
hibition that holds the work of many. Pain-
tings are a large part of the show but
Klimt, Schiele, Oskar Kokoschka, Klemens
Brosch and Alfred Kubins make an impor-
tant statement because so much of the pain-
ting being done at the time was supported
by careful draftsmanship. What was unique
about the Vienna Secession was the fact
that the art they created extended beyond
the canvas into the life of the people. This
exhibition allows us to see the growth of the
art nouveau movement into the decorative arts.
Josef Hoffmann (1870-1956) was an ar-
chitect who is best known as the founder of
the Wiener Werkstatte (Vienna Worksho~)
TIle TIcker
-
wimpy guy who is very intimidated by this
lady who has it all together and knows ex-
actly what she wants out of life.
"Getting Closer" closes out the album with
optimism. In the song WIth Traffic
similarities (Steve Winwood plays organ on
this track) Joel kind of thinks he's getting
closer to understanding the world, although
he still has a long way to go.
Enough with the themes; the best soun-
ding song is "Code of Silence," which ~as
the last song written for the album and BIlly
actually needed help writing it (kind a hard
picturing this guy with wri~er's bl~.k).
Enter Cyndi Lauper who finished wntmg
the lyrics to Billy's music and even belts out
a few mumbles.
Even if this was bad music, you'd have to
give Billy credit for experimenting with a
new sound but this is actually good stuff.
This is a d~k and dreary album wit~ a few
grinding and edgey guitars ~long. WIth ex-
cellent songwriting The Bridge IS a span










emplified by the work of Gustav Klimt and
other artists of the Vienna Secession pain-
ting in the Jugendstil movement.
Gustav Klimt (1862-1918) was already an
established artist when he decided that his
art needed a change. He had made his living
by doing commissions and paintings in the
staid, evenly realistic style that was taught
in art academies throughout Europe. At the
age of 3S Klimt saw no future ~n his
existing life and began to interact WIth ~he
young, rebellious artists that were cr~t1Dg
art never seen before. Klimt was highly
respected and admired by these young .men.
Together, in 1897, they formed the VIenna
Secession. It was an art movement aptly
named for the artists wished to break away, . .
from the "established style" of painting,
Klirnt was elected their president. The ar-
tistic style of the Vienna Secession was
labeled Jugendstil (Young Style). It is best
known to us as Art Nouveau.
, Klimt was a master of art nouveau. The
movement was best characterized by the
fluid movement of line. The flowing mane
of a woman's hair, the twisting stems of
plants, patterns of spirals, circles and
arabesques - these were all designs that were
frequently used by the art nouveau artist.
Klimt's work progressed into different
styles. In his "Golden Style," 1906-1909, he
created some of his most beautiful and
unusual paintings. The Kiss, 1907-1908, can
be considered Klimt's most famous and
most touching work in this new style. The
two lovers embrace and are held within a
brilliant golden cocoon. The woman's body




Billy Joel - The Bridge (Columbia Records)
On Billy Joel's latest album, The Bridge,
we see a change from the cocky, care-f~ee
attitude on many of his previous efforts hoke
"The Stranger" to a more mature In-
dividual living in the big city with all its
struggles.
On "Running on lee" (the first track)
Billy plays his now-famous piano rather
racily to portray the t~nsion of the ~elt~r
skelter city lifestyle WhICh leads us to ThIS
is the Time" where the singer says to hold
on to those memories because time goes so
fast in the big city. There is yet another
struggle in "Temptation" which sho~s a
man desperately trying to juggle a busme~s
with a family. Finally. the last sad s~ng IS
"Baby Grand" (a piano and vocal duet
with Ray Charles) has two not so new
saloon performers singing about the onl.y
thing in life they can depend on ... their
piano.
Now the album gets a bit more cheerful.
"Modern Woman," the first release that
was also written for the movie Ruthless
People, depicts an old-fashioned, rather
ARTS
Billy's Back!
By DEBORAH L. ROLDAN
V
ienna 1900: Art, Architecture
and Design" is the exhibition
currently at the Museum of
Modern Art through October
21. The exhibition is a compilation of the
work of several artists and art groups that
were the proponents of the new and distinc-
tly different work that characterized. t~1Tn­
of-the-century Austria. The show, dIV1~ed
into seven sections, is a wonderful overview
of Viennese society in the years between
1898 and 1918. We see not only the pai~­
tings and drawings being produced a~ this
time but also the clothing, jewelry, silver-
ware furniture, fabrics and architecture
that made Vienna such an artistically rich
city.
"Vienna," was arranged by Kirk
varnedoe, an adjunct curator at the
Museum of Modern Art, and a pro-
fessor of fine arts at New York University.
The objects in the show come from a vane-
ty of places including museums throug~out
Europe and the United States and pnvate
collections throughout the world. The ex-
hibition had its start in Vienna and then
traveled to Paris. From its conception in
early 1985, this exhibition of Viennese works
has changed in both content and structure.
Mr. Varnedoe chose to arrange the show in-
to a comprehensive study of art, arc~ite~­
ture and design and did this by presentmg It
in seven different sections. You are first ex-








Networking is the answer
.to not working.
. .. Career Day
October 9, 1986
. Administrative Center Lounqe
135 East 22 Street




. -' . . . .. . . . . . ,
"Careers in Finance"
Richard Abramson
Shareholder and Director, Pension Assets Advisors
Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., Inc.
1 :00 p.m.
."
"Packaging Yourself for Success"
Judith Fishman -
Manager, Recruiting and Development
Macy's
1 :30 p.m. and 3:00 p.m.
Fortune 500 Contest
Win 3 Great Prizes!
First Prize: Fortune Watch
Second Prize: Fortune Toy
Third Prize: Fortune Magazine (one copy, not a subscrlptlont)
Bonus: Career Fortune Cookies and Beverages
Business Attire Required
Baruch College / CUNY
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement
School of Business and Public Administration
360 Park Avenue South / Room 1711
212 / 725-3062
